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• What is a Rent Repayment Order (RRO)?
• Who can make a RRO Application?
• Common difficulties for Applicants
• The Legislation
• Case Law

Housing Act 2004
Housing and Planning Act 2016

• rights or securities

In This Session:
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What is a Rent Repayment Order?

• First-tier Tribunal
• Relevant Offence
• Requires “the landlord under a tenancy of 

housing in England” to
• “Repay rent paid by a tenant”
• Or pay a LHA an amount in respect of UC paid 

in respect of rent under the tenancy
• rights or securities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General position on costs in the Tribunal is that each party bears their own costs – although an application for costs can be made where a party’s conduct has been unreasonable.  Fees usually there is only a £100 application fee and £200 hearing fee and help with fees is available.Tenant applicant: order does not require rent to be repaid to the repaying landlord’s tenant, it just needs to be rent paid by a tenant.LHA applicant: UC paid to anyone if it is in connection with the rent under the tenancy.



• Tenant
• Offence relates to housing that, at the time of 

the offence, was let to the tenant
• Offence committed in the period of 12 months 

ending with the day on which the application 
was made

• Local Housing Authority
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Who can make a RRO Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 41 Housing and Planning Act 2016 Tenant: if they were the tenant of the housing to which the offence relates and the offence was committed not longer than 1 year before the application date.LHA: for offences related to housing in their area and where the notice of intended proceedings requirement of section 42 is complied with.  Any award would be linked to universal credit, so it is not the case that a LHA can decide to make an application where a tenant not in receipt of Universal Credit decides they do not wish to.



• rights or securities

Relevant Offences
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 40(3) HPA 2016



S72 Housing Act 2004:
• LA has to publish public list of license holders –

check their website
• Email the LA’s housing team

• rights or securities

What Next if you think an offence has 
been committed?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For s72(1) HA 2004 offence:The first port of call is the LAs online public register of HMO licence holders.  The list should be up to date so it’s not the end of the road but is a useful starting point.  If the landlord has a licence they should be listed and the start date of the licence should be available.  In any event, you’re going to want the support of the LA later on so get in touch with the licensing team and make a specific enquiry including the dates of the tenancy agreement, property details including postcode and also the landlord’s name.  Push back if data protection limits are said to mean the LA cannot respond to you – you can highlight the LA guidance which states LAs must assist and highlight that the lists of licence holders are a matter of public record.



What Next – RRO1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In any event, if you’re confident an application can be made you can obtain the 9 page application form from the government’s website.  The form is called RRO1.



• The parties
• A brief description of the property
• Availability for hearings 
• Grounds for making the application
• Checklist

What Next – RRO1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
a brief description of the property – something along the lines of “This is a two storey semi-detached house with three bedrooms.  The living room is used as a fourth bedroom.  There is one communal bathroom”.  In HMO cases I would add relevant info such as “shared facilities include the kitchen, bathroom and downstairs toilet”availability for hearings within the next four months (proceedings unlikely to conclude in this time, but will get first case management hearing)grounds for making the application – this doesn’t need to be full submissions but it does need to set out the details of the offence which is relied upon and the amount sought.  I’ve drafted applications in around 250 words and that is sufficient for making an application.checklist of enclosures – proof of payments, tenancy agreement or set out main terms of agreement and the application fee.



What Next – Application Period
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlights a RRO application must be brought within 12 months of the alleged offence.  In relation to offences that take place over time, it must be within 12 months of the end of the offence.There is a second 12 month limit associated with RROs however and it is important to remember these are different time periods which can overlap.



What Next – Application Period
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 44 HPA 2016 and sets out the periods for which rent must be paid in applications brought by a tenancy.  You can see the repayable rent will be that paid in respect of the 12 months ending with the date of an offence, if the Criminal Law Act 1977 or Protection from Eviction Act 1977 is relied upon.  For the other offences the tenant has some flexibility and can opt for a 12 month application period during which the landlord was committing the offence.  



• the conduct of the landlord and the tenant,
• the financial circumstances of the landlord, and
• whether the landlord has at any time been 

convicted of an offence to which this Chapter 
applies.

Amount Of Order: Tenants
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 44 HPA, titled ‘amount of order: tenants’: in determining the amount the tribunal must, in particular, take into accountconduct of landlord and tenantTenants that go looking for unlicensed properties are viewed dimly by the TribunalLandlords that are attentive to tenant’s needs and meet all expectations of landlords other than licence requirement may be viewed in a better lightI’ve witnessed tribunal’s questioning landlords on their engagement with their landlord duties where there have been managing agents involved – and it’s important to remember that landlords cannot hide behind the actions (or inaction) of their managing agentsWhether the landlord has at any time been convicted of an offence to which this Chapter applies.- Anomoly of the standard of proof in these applications.  Whilst a landlord does not need to have been convicted of the offence relied upon, the Tribunal does need to be satisfied to the criminal standard of proof, beyond all reasonable doubt, that the offence was committed during the relevant period and within 12 months of the date of the application.  The standard of proof for other aspects of the case, including the amount of rent paid, remains the civil standard applied in the Tribunal, on the balance of probabilities.



• Vadamalayan v Stewart and others (2020) 
UKUT 0183 (LC) 

• Chan v Bilkhu & Anor (2020) UKUT 289 (LC)

Amount Of Order - Caselaw
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Upper Tribunal found in Vadamalayan v Stewart and others (2020) UKUT 0183 (LC) that the appropriate starting point is to award the maximum amount. Vadamalayan also confirmed that deductions can be made for utility bills that were covered by the landlord.  Beyond that, something significant is required to justify a move away from the starting point of the maximum amount. Confirmed by the Upper Tribunal in Chan v Bilkhu & Anor (2020) UKUT 289 (LC)



• Punishment of the offender
• Deter the offender from repeating the offence
• Dissuade others from committing similar offences
• Remove any financial benefit the offender may 

have obtained as a result of committing the offence

Amount Of Order – Statutory Guidance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LA guidance, whilst not binding on the Tribunal, is demonstrative of the aim of the legislation.



• Section 40 - 41 Housing and Planning Act 2016
• Goldsbrough vs CA Property Management Ltd and 

Others [2019] UKUT 311 (LC)
• Rakusen v Jepsen [2020] UKUT 298 (LC)
• Pollway Nominees Limited v Croydon London 

Borough Council [1987] 1 AC 79 (Lord Bridge at p 
92D and Lord Goff at p98 B-D)

The Respondent
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst we’re thinking about the offender, I want to look at the appropriate Respondent to RRO applications:S40 states: this chapter confers power on FtT to make RRO where a landlord has committed an offence - very clear we’re not looking at managing agentss41 states: person can apply for an order against a person who has committed a relevant offenceBut what does the relationship need to be between the respondent landlord and tenant applicant?  Short answer: contractually, none.In Goldsborough the Upper Tribunal found the First-tier Tribunal had erred in restricting liability to “the landlord” of the tenant applicant.  The UT found that is not what the 2016 says – UT says that the only conditions it sets for liability is that “a landlord” has committed one of the offences (s41(1)).  Looking at section 41(2)(a) the UT found that the landlord must be a landlord of the property but it found the Act would have said if it meant the landlord had to be the immediate landlord of the tenant applicantConfirmed in RakusenPollway Nominees Limited v Croydon London Borough Council [1987] 1 AC 79 is another case to always keep in mind. Lord Bridge at (p 92D) said “The owner of that interest in premises which carries with it the right, actual or potential, to receive the rack rent, as the measure of the value of the premises to an occupier, is the person who ought in justice to be responsible for the discharge of the liabilities…”  Lord Goff continued (at p 98 B – D) “well-advised landlords could so arrange their affairs as to ensure that their property escaped from the provisions of the Act… which cannot, I think, have been intended by the legislature.”



Case Management Hearing
Directions
Bundles
Final Hearing
Decision

Tribunal Process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tribunal will set Directions for how the case should proceed before the final hearing.  They usually do this at a case management hearing.  The Tribunal chair will be looking for an understanding from the parties of the issues in dispute – if there is a preliminary issue, such as who is an appropriate respondent, this may be timetabled to be dealt with on the papers.The next stage is usually for each party to prepare a bundle.Applicants prepare a bundle first.  The Respondent is then given some time, usually 4 weeks, to prepare a bundle in response.  The Applicant then gets an opportunity to provide a short supplementary bundle in response to any new issues raised by the Respondent.  Then there is a hearing.



• Digital indexed and paginated Adobe PDF
• As far as possible, in chronological order
• The application and accompanying documents;
• Directions;
• An expanded statement of the reasons for the 

application;
• Full details of the alleged offence, with supporting 

documents from the local housing authority;
• a copy of the tenancy agreement;

Tribunal Process - Bundles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the pandemic the Tribunal have required digital indexed and paginated Adobe PDF bundles.The bundle should, as far as possible, be in chronological order.  The standard requirements of a Tribunal are:The application and accompanying documents;- Anything that was sent to the Tribunal at the time of the Application should be included here, even if you are going to include it again later on in the bundleDirections;The Tribunal usually specifies that all the Directions that have been given in a case should be included.If there’s been a preliminary issue determined the Tribunal may specifically state only the Directions issued since so make sure you pay close attention to which Directions have been requested and always put the newest ones firstAn expanded statement of the reasons for the application;This is usually where I would set out a case in full, alongside any case authorities I’m relying on.  Include page references throughout the statement to where in the bundle the judge can find the documents that back up statements made.  Include any case references in full Full details of the alleged offence, with supporting documents from the local housing authority;I usually merge this in with the expanded statementTribunal are particularly keen to hear of any documents provided by the local housing authority.a copy of the tenancy agreement;



• official Land Registry copies of the freehold title 
and any leasehold title to the property;

• evidence of rent payments 
• a calculation, on a weekly/monthly basis, of the 

amount of rent paid in the applicable period. A 
calculation must also be provided for any 
universal credit/housing benefit paid during the 
period;

• Witness statements; and
• any other documents relied upon.

Tribunal Process - Bundles
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
official Land Registry copies of the freehold title and any leasehold title to the property;Helpful to get contact details for Respondent (something that’s helpful where they are not engaging with the proceedings)evidence of rent payments made for the applicable periodBank statements and/or receiptsa calculation, on a weekly/monthly basis, of the amount of rent paid in the applicable period. A calculation must also be provided for any universal credit/housing benefit paid during the period;I usually create a spreadsheet showing when each rent payment was made, how much it was for and where the proof of payment can be found in the bundleWhilst the Directions often ask for a weekly/monthly equivalent, the Order will actually be made for a daily rate so I provide each of those figures.So for example, if rent was being paid of £100 a week and the relevant period is 12 months we’d have a total annual rent of £5200.  I’d then set out the monthly rent is £433.33, which is £5200 divided by 12, I’d confirm the weekly rent is £100 and I’d also give the daily rate of £14.25 (£5200 / 365)any witness statements of fact relied upon Always include a statement from each applicant so that, if needed, they can give evidence in the hearingThe statements can be quite basic stating the dates lived in the property, who they lived with, the nature of the property and what rent they paid.  Where the offence requires more detail, the witness statements can become lengthier and more detailed.Must comply with some requirements such as having a statement of truth and the Tribunal requests the original is brought to the hearing.  I’ve never been asked for an original copy but it could happen where the witness does not attend and the evidence is disputed, for exampleany other documents relied upon.Any docs from LA which weren’t provided earlierOther docs about property / landlord which may be relevant.  For example, when I make arguments about the conduct of the landlord I may refer to emails or notices that aren’t directly relevant to the details of the offence



Introduction
Applicant’s opening
Skeleton?
Respondent’s opening
Witnesses?
Costs?

Tribunal Process - Hearing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then there is a hearing. In cases where the Respondent does not engage, the hearing may only last 30 minutes – 1 hour.  Where there is some dispute, the case may be listed for 3 hours or even a full day.The Tribunal will introduce the hearing, usually checks which docs they should have and asks who’s present.Then over to the Applicants.If you’re not in the practice of using a skeleton argument you may prefer to talk through the expanded statement provided in the bundle.  I always provide a skeleton as it is a useful way to include the full copies of the case law relied upon, increasing the chance the judge will read it!Respondents will get an opportunity to reply. And the Applicant can address anything arising from that.If there are disputes as to fact, witness evidence may be taken.Usually there won’t be lengthy closing speeches like you might get in civil trials.The end of the hearing is the appropriate moment to make any costs application if the Respondent has been unreasonable.  Costs are unusual.Usually you should expect to get your application and hearing fee.Decisions should be expected within 4 weeks but cases I’ve done, it’s often been longer.



Contact us

UK Head Office
BPP, Aldine Place, 142-144 Uxbridge Road, London, W12 8AW

Hong Kong
Level 54 Hopewell Centre, 183 Queens Road East, Hong Kong

Malaysia
Unit 30-01, Level 30, Tower A, Vertical Business Suite, Avenue 3, Bangsar South, 

No.8 Jalan Kerinchi, 59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Singapore
80 Robinson Road #02-00, Singapore 068898
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